
Wk10 – International Capital Budgeting 
*EXTRACT from wk10 content: 
Some Common Real Options 
a) Options to expand/contract: Taking additional valuable investments in the future that results from current projects.  
b) Option to abandon: Terminate a project before projected economic life ends if market conditions are not 

favourable (restart later when conditions recover sufficiently). This can reduce losses.  
c) Investment timing options: Postponing a project might be a valuable option; when it is not always suitable to 

immediately accept or reject a decision.   
d) Flexibility of production: Adopting better technology along the way. This can enhance competitive advantage. 
e) Intensity options: Increase/decrease the amount of output being produced depending on market condition.  

Eg) Fewer sales than estimated -> reduce output. 
 
An Example of a Real Option 

 Initial outlay is $120 million.  

 Probability of high product demand is 70% and 30% probability of low demand.  

 After 1st year of operation, if demand is high, opportunity to expand exists. Expansion costs $20 million.  

 If expanded, PV of CF at year 1, would be $300 million. Otherwise PV at year 1, would be $160 million.  

 After 1st year of operation, if demand is low, project may be terminated costing about $ 5 million and liquidation 
value would be $60 million at year 1. If not terminated, PV of cash flow at year 1 would be $30 million. 

 What is the value of having this real option of expanding and terminating the project given the probability of 
product demand? Assume appropriate discounting rate is 15%.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 If product demand is high and firm expands the project at additional cost of $20 million, CF at year 1 would be: 
$40m + $300m – $20m = $320 million 

 If product demand is high and firm decides NOT to expand the project, CF at year 1 would be: 
$40m + $160m = $200m 

o Therefore, the firm should expand the project if demand is high and thus CF would be $320 million. 

 If product demand is low and firm terminates the project at additional cost of $5 million, CF at year 1 would be: 
$8m + $60m – $5m = $63m 

 If product demand is low and firm decides NOT to terminate the project, CF at year 1 would be: 
$8m + $30m = $38m 

o Therefore, the firm should terminate the project if demand is low and CF would be $63 million. 
 

 NPV of the project with the real option: 
 
 

 
 

o Expanding when the product demand is high & 
terminating when the demand is low. 



 NPV of the project without considering the real option: 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 Value of the real option = NPV with real option – NPV w/o real option 
= $91.2174m – $11.6522m = $79.5622m 

o Large difference between the NPV values with and w/o real options. You can make wrong decisions by ignoring 
real options.  

 


